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Abstract

Typical technique in knowledge distillation (KD) is regularizing the learning
of a limited capacity model (student) by pushing its responses to match a
powerful model’s (teacher). Albeit useful especially in the penultimate layer and
beyond, its action on student’s feature transform is rather implicit, limiting its
practice in the intermediate layers. To explicitly embed the teacher’s knowledge
in feature transform, we propose a learnable KD layer for the student which
improves KD with two distinct abilities: i) learning how to leverage the teacher’s
knowledge, enabling to discard nuisance information, and ii) feeding forward the
transferred knowledge deeper. Thus, the student enjoys the teacher’s knowledge
during the inference besides training. Formally, we repurpose 1x1-BN-ReLU-1x1
convolution block to assign a semantic vector to each local region according to
the template (supervised by the teacher) that the corresponding region of the
student matches. To facilitate template learning in the intermediate layers, we
propose a novel form of supervision based on the teacher’s decisions. Through
rigorous experimentation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on
3 popular classification benchmarks. Code is available at: letKD Framework

1 Introduction
The unprecedented success of convolutional neural networks (CNN) having massive
computational and memory complexity has shaped the efforts to find a compromise
between the model size and the performance for the effective deployment in devices
with limited resources. Knowledge distillation (KD) [2, 16] is a complementary
method to those efforts including lightweight model design [5], and model compression
techniques such as model pruning [22, 23] or quantization [36]. KD is built on
boosting the performance of a relatively smaller model (i.e., student) by leveraging
the knowledge encoded in a powerful model (i.e., teacher).

The two critical questions in KD are how and in which form to transfer the
knowledge so that it can benefit the student the most [8]. Although, the prolific
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and varied literature of KD includes diverse forms of knowledge to transfer through
regressing the predictions [16, 25], the intermediate representations [14, 29, 40], and
the metrics induced by the distances among the sample representations of either the
penultimate layer [26, 33] or the intermediate layers [34]; all of these methods have a
shared component to facilitate student’s learning: regularization with a discrepancy
loss between the matching targets.

Figure 1: The differences between train-
ing the student with typical KD meth-
ods and with letKD.

Common intuition to explain the effec-
tiveness of such regularization is by consid-
ering the soft targets learned from a teacher
to capture the missing relationships among
different categories that sole label super-
vision cannot provide [16]. This intuition
can apply well while employing the regu-
larization to the predictions at the penulti-
mate layer since both the student and the
teacher share the model beyond, i.e., a lin-
ear classifier. However, its solidity for the
intermediate layers is questionable. Isn’t it
demanding to force the student to imitate
the teacher due to their architectural dif-
ferences? Surely, there exist methods that
propose feature alignment modules [4, 29]
to match the feature dimensions between
the teacher and the student. Still, the stu-
dent can fail to exploit those intermediate
representations as effectively as the teacher
having more layers on top does. Indeed, empirical studies show that knowledge transfer
is more effective in the penultimate layer than intermediate layers [18]. Although this
issue is partially addressed by changing the form of the knowledge into the teacher’s
coarse decisions which the student can comprehend [31], its regularization of student’s
learning is still not that effective. Then, is sole regularization the best choice to
transfer knowledge? Moreover, can we explicitly use the teacher’s knowledge in the
inference as well? In this paper, we try to address those questions within the context
of a feature extraction process. We propose a learnable feature transform layer that
effectively lets the student decide whether to leverage the teacher’s knowledge and
use it explicitly during the inference in addition to regularizing the learning.

Specifically, inspired by [7], we revamp 1x1-BN-ReLU-1x1 based feature transform
to assign a feature vector to each local region according to the semantic meaning of
the template that the corresponding region matches. We propose to supervise the
templates with the semantic entities learned by the teacher and leave the semantic
vector learning to the student. This will let the student learn the entities (e.g., wing,
tire) that the teacher finds useful and exploit them (e.g., wing and beak → bird) in
feature transform, enabling us to feed forward the knowledge rather than imitating it
as in Fig. 1. To enable learning, we employ a soft-max solution to the best-matching
template and represent its feature vector as the weighted combination of the semantic
vectors with the matching scores. We rigorously let the solution space include 0-weight,
effectively enabling the student to discard transferred knowledge. Hence, the student
is not only able to reshape the transferred knowledge with its semantic vectors but
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also feed forward it to the upper layers, which is a novel approach in KD.
To validate our claims, we design an extensive empirical study. The results

confirm that feed forwarding the teacher’s knowledge by explicitly using it in feature
transform improves student models, and our layer enables the utilization of the
teacher’s knowledge during inference. We tested our method on 10 student models
and 3 classification benchmarks, showing its wide applicability. We set a new state-of-
the-art by consistently improving upon the direct application of multi-layer teacher
supervision [18, 31] and other KD methods in both single and multi-layer transfer
settings.

2 Related Work
Our contributions. Prior to discussing the works that are most related to ours, we
recapitulate our contributions as i) we propose a learnable KD layer that captures the
teacher’s knowledge during training and employs it in feature transform, effectively
feeding forward the transferred knowledge deeper and enjoying it during the inference
as well, ii) we repurpose some convolution kernels of the teacher as the cluster
centers to semantic entities and exploit them in KD, iii) we introduce a novel form of
supervision based on the teacher’s decisions on the intermediate layers.

KD in penultimate layer. Leading momentum in KD is built on transferring
the inter-category relations captured by the teacher. Thus, many works regularize
the student’s learning by matching its predictions with the teacher’s soft predictions
[16, 25, 35, 43]. Following a similar perspective, relations among the local features
are also exploited as the teacher’s knowledge, which include the metrics induced by
the distances among the sample representations [26, 33, 38] and fine-grained labeling
obtained by clustering the teacher’s features [18]. KD regularization in the penultimate
layer typically outperforms its intermediate layer counterparts since both the teacher
and the student have the same representation power on top, i.e., a linear classifier.
Indeed, recent work [3] shows that the student can directly copy the teacher’s classifier
once their features match. In our work, we also build on teacher’s soft labeling for
KD. Differently, we do not employ it as a regularizer. We instead store them within
the parameters of our KD layer and exploit them in feature transform.

KD in intermediate layers. Lacking category-based annotations from the
teacher, KD at lower layers uses other forms of supervision including local features
[15, 29], saliency maps [40], feature distributions [1, 4], and the metrics induced
by the inter-feature distances [28, 34]. Such methods push the student to imitate
the geometry of the teacher’s intermediate representations. However, the intuition
of capturing such relations does not directly apply in the intermediate layers as it
does in the penultimate layer. The student can fail to exploit those intermediate
representations as effectively as the teacher having more layers on top does. Although
recent works explicitly study mitigating this problem by supervising penultimate
layer using multiple intermediate layers with improved feature alignment modules [4],
selectively deciding which intermediate layers to distill [45] or changing the form of
the knowledge into the teacher’s coarse decisions [31], it is still empirically observed
that including KD in intermediate layers has a negative effect [18]. In contrast to
existing efforts, we profitably exploit the teacher’s knowledge in the intermediate layer
with our KD layer. Our approach enables the student to build new representations
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from the semantic entities learned by the teacher as well as to discard the nuisance
information, which differs from existing selective feature distillation schemes [37].

Deeply supervised nets. Our student’s learning scheme is closely related to
the methods that use auxiliary classification loss to regularize the features and to
facilitate learning without vanishing gradients [21, 32]. Differently, we explicitly
use such intermediate predictions to semantically represent local regions with the
combination of learned vectors weighted by those predictions. Similar to us, class-level
predictions are used to shape the behavior of the intermediate features in [7] for the
classification problem. Different from them, we relate such a mechanism to KD for
the first time and we additionally propose a novel form of supervision that is based
on the local decisions of the teacher, yielding effective sub-class annotations.

3 Preliminaries
Consider the mapping f(·;θ) : X → Y within L-layer composite function family, i.e.,
f = fL ◦ fL91 ◦ · · ·f2 ◦ f1, where X is the space of data points, Y is the space of
labels, and θ is the model parameters. We consider two models, i.e., the student
fs(x;θs), and the teacher ft(x;θt), with |θt| > |θs|. Given samples {xi}i∼X , we let
Sl = {f

(l)
s (xi;θs)}i and Tl′ = {f

(l′)
t (xi;θt)}i denote the set of student features and the

teacher features at layer l and l′, respectively with f (l) = fl ◦ fl91 ◦ · · · ◦ f2 ◦ f1. We
consider the following matching cost:

LKD(Sl,Tl′) = ∥gs(Sl)−gt(Tl′)∥M (3.1)

where ∥ ·1 9 ·2 ∥M is a metric to compare its arguments, gs and gt are the transforma-
tions to match the dimensions of Sl and Tl′ . For example, when Sl and Tl′ correspond
to model predictions [16], gs and gt are scaled soft-max, and M is KL-div.

Given the samples {(xi,yi)}i∼X xY for the classification task, typical KD methods
regularize the student’s learning with LKD to transfer the teacher’s knowledge as:

L(θs) = LCE({(fs(xi;θs),yi)}i)+λLKD(Sl,Tl′) (3.2)

where LCE is the cross-entropy loss and λ is the weight of the distillation loss. In
the rest of the paper, we additionally consider employing the teacher’s knowledge
in feature transform as f = · · ·fl+1 ◦ fKD ◦ fl · · · with fKD as a function of Tl′ and
propose a learnable layer to use it without teacher’s feedback Tl′ in the inference.

4 Method
We propose a lightweight residual layer with 1x1-BN-ReLU-1x1 convolution block
for KD. Our layer enhances its input feature map with the knowledge transferred
from the teacher. We first explain our theoretical motivation in § 4.1. The theory
suggests that we can use the teacher’s knowledge rather explicitly in feature extraction
and feed forward it deeper if the kernels of the first 1x1 convolutions are guided by
the teacher’s supervision. We use our layer in both the penultimate layer and an
intermediate layer. To facilitate learning, we propose different teacher supervision
mechanisms for both in § 4.2, where we propose a novel form of supervision that is
based on the teacher’s decisions.
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4.1 Learnable KD Layer

Figure 2: Proposed KD layer.

Our KD technique is built on the per-
spective [9, 10, 41, 44, and references
therein], explaining the success of the
CNNs by considering each pixel of a
feature map as a semantic entity (e.g.,
wing, tire, etc.). We aim to transfer
such semantic entities learned by the
teacher to the student. Let x(l) denote
a hxw feature map after the lth layer
and x

(l)
i ∈Rd is its ith spatial feature.

Our KD layer depicted in Fig. 2 transforms the feature at each pixel-i as:

x̂
(l)
i = x

(l)
i +αx′

i (4.1)

where x′
i = g(x(l))i is the ith spatial feature of the map after we apply g, and α > 0 is

a scalar constant. We implement g as 1x1-BN-ReLU-1x1 where 1x1 is convolution
with unit spatial extent, i.e., linear transform. We leverage the teacher’s knowledge
to supervise the learning of the first convolution kernels. We now technically explain
how such a simple residual block is an effective way for knowledge transfer.

Motivation. We first repurpose g := 1x1-BN-ReLU-1x1 transform as feature
embedding by template matching, following [7]. Specifically, we first show that g

selects the best-matching kernel to x
(l)
i and assigns a feature vector to pixel-i according

to the semantic meaning of the matched kernel. We then regularize the learning of the
matching kernels by predicting the fine-grained labels (e.g., wing, tire, etc.) provided
by the teacher. Namely, the matching kernels become the weights of a linear classifier
(i.e., class representatives). In the end, the predictions match the teacher’s decisions
for local regions and the student assigns semantic vectors based on those predictions.
Hence, the student controls how to use the transferred knowledge. Moreover, the
knowledge is explicitly embedded in the feature transform, effectively enabling its use
during inference.

Formulation. For CNNs, x
(l)
i represents a local region around it to some spatial

extent depending on the depth. To simplify notation, we use xi = x
(l)
i henceforth. We

consider a set of matching kernels {ωk ∈ Rd}k as templates, each of which seeks for
a particular pattern. To each kernel ωk, we associate an embedding vector νk ∈ Rd′

representing the semantics of the corresponding pattern. We aim to replace xi with
the embedding vector of its best-matching kernel. We formally write this process as:

p|i = argmax
p,q⩾0

q µ+Σkpk ω⊺
kxi s.to q +Σkpk = 1 (4.2)

where µ is a threshold enabling to zero out the embedding vector if no kernel matches
with at least µ similarity. Then, we assign the representation of xi as x′

i = Σkpk|i νk

since p|i is either one-hot or zero vector owing to total unimodularity [17]. To enjoy
analytical gradients, we employ entropy smoothing to the objective in (4.2) as:

p|i = argmax
p,q⩾0

q µ+p⊺a|i − 1
ϵ (q logq +p⊺ logp) s.to q +Σkpk = 1 (4.3)
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and obtain a soft-max solution pk|i = exp(ϵak|i)
exp(ϵµ)+Σk′ exp(ϵak′|i) where ak|i = ω⊺

kxi and ϵ

controls the smoothness of p|i. Hence, we can implement the feature embedding by
template matching via 1x1-SoftMax-1x1 with {ωk}k and {νk}k as the convolution
kernels. Finally, when we obtain this smooth labeling from the teacher as pT (i)
for each pixel-i, we can regularize the learning of {ωk}k by minimizing the KL-div
between the predictions of the student pS(i) := softmax(a|i) and pT (i) for all pixels
as LKD in (3.1) with λ = 1.

Practical simplifications. With the smooth assignments obtained by (4.3), the
student shapes the teacher’s knowledge by the weighted combination of its embedding
vectors {νk}k with the weights proportional to the matching scores. To enable the
student to discard nuisance information from the teacher, we must set a proper µ.
As empirically validated in [7] as well as formally discussed in the supplementary
material [11, Appendix], we can indeed inherently learn it from batch statistics by
replacing soft-max solution of pk|i in (4.3) with BN-ReLU, i.e., p|i ≈ BN-ReLU(a|i).

4.2 Teacher Supervision
A critical desiderata of our KD layer is per pixel label annotations, pT (i), provided
by the teacher. We propose different forms of teacher supervision for the uses in
the penultimate layer and the intermediate layers. In the following, we assume that
the spatial dimensions of the teacher’s and the student’s feature maps match at the
layers where the knowledge transfer is performed, noting that we can transform the
student’s feature map with pooling, strided convolution, etc. to match the dimensions.

4.2.1 Penultimate Layer

Expanding on the idea [10] that we view each feature map pixel as a semantic entity,
we propose to employ K-means to the teacher’s features at the penultimate layer to
obtain fine-grained labels for the semantic entities. We then annotate each pixel by
soft-max assignments to the cluster centers to capture inter-category relations.

Formally, given the dataset samples {xi}i∼X (or a subset of it), we compute
the teacher’s feature maps at the penultimate layer, i.e., {f

(91)
t (xi;θt) ∈ Rhxwxd}i.

Considering each pixel as a feature sample, we fit K-means clustering to the pixels of
those maps and obtain the centers {ρk}k∈[K] where [K] = 1, . . . ,K. During training,
we pass the input, x, through the teacher to obtain f

(91)
t (x;θt). We then compute

the distance dk|i = ∥f
(91)
t (x;θt)i − ρk∥2

2 for each pixel-i of the feature map to the
cluster centers and obtain their K-dimensional soft labeling as pT (i) = softmax(d|i).
Although this form of supervision is previously applied to KD [18] to match the
responses as in (3.1), we differently repurpose it as a supervision for our matching
kernels and enable the student to rather exploit it in feature transform than imitate
through our KD layer (Fig. 2). We summarize our approach in the supplementary
material [11, § 3] with Algorithms 1 and 3.

Without K-means. We can directly obtain the soft assignments to the semantic
entities from the architectures (e.g., ResNet [12, 13]) that involve similar blocks
to 3x3-BN-ReLU-1x1 by design. Building on our analysis in § 4.1, kernels of 3x3
correspond to learnable templates (i.e., cluster centers) of some semantic entities.
Hence, we can use the soft-maxed activations of the 3x3 convolution at the final block
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to obtain pT . Supporting our claims in § 4.1, we empirically show in Tab. 3 that
this clustering-free approach has competitive performance with much fewer centers
compared to K-means.

4.2.2 Intermediate Layer

Granted that we can apply K-means based supervision in § 4.2.1 to intermediate
layers as well, its data-driven annotation mechanism corresponds to representing the
geometry of the teacher’s features at some point. Although this is beneficial in the
penultimate layer due to the shared classifier architecture afterward, it cannot be
effectively used by the student’s intermediate layers due to capacity differences. In
fact, we empirically observe in Tab. 4 that such supervision without our KD layer
is detrimental to the performance. Although our KD layer is a remedy thanks to
not pushing the student to imitate but to exploit the knowledge, it can benefit more
from another form of supervision. In particular, decision-based supervision [31] has
recently been shown to be superior to representation-based, yet it is tailored for
coarse decisions of the teacher at the intermediate layers. Thus, as summarized in the
supplementary material [11, § 3] with Algorithm 2 as well as visualized in Fig. 3, we
now propose a new supervision based on localized fine-grained decisions to facilitate
the learning of our KD layer.

To transfer teacher’s localized decisions, we enhance K-means based annotations
by exploiting the original labels of the image. Specifically, we compute the teacher
maps at layer-l′, i.e., {f

(l′)
t (xi;θt) ∈Rhxwxd}i, for the samples {(xi,yi)}i in the dataset

(or a subset of it). Considering each pixel of f
(l′)
t (xi;θt) as a feature sample with class

label yi, we fit a linear classifier using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to set the
stage for the rest of the formulation. Once fitted, LDA is simply a 1x1 convolution
(i.e., per pixel linear transform) that aims to map the features close only if they share
the same label, reflecting localized decision capacity of the teacher at layer-l′.

Figure 3: Visualization of the teacher’s intermediate layer supervision.
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Surely, we expect some features to be shared among different classes (e.g., tire
for truck and car) while some are discriminative (e.g., beak for bird). To capture
such localized decisions, we apply K-means of small K to the features of each class
separately and obtain K-many sub-class centers for each, i.e., we have KxC-many
centers for a C-class problem. Next, we consider two nearest-neighbor classifiers:
h1(·;c) that labels its input with the ID of the nearest center belonging to class c∈[C],
and h2(·) that assigns the ID of the nearest center to its input. Using the dataset,
we estimate the label distribution of the features belonging to a particular sub-class.
Namely, we estimate the probability that h2 assigns j when h1 assigns i and obtain
the distribution p(h2(·) | h1(·;c)), which allows us to see whether the teacher finds it
useful to discriminate some sub-classes at layer-l′. During training, we pass the input,
(x,y), through the teacher to have z := LDA(f (l′)

t (x;θt)), and obtain the soft labeling
for each pixel-i of the feature map as pT (i) = p(h2(zi) | h1(zi,y)) (i.e., rows of the
table in Fig. 3). Different from data-driven annotations, we use the same annotation
for all the features belonging to the same sub-class. Hence, the transferred knowledge
represents the teacher’s local decision capacity rather than its feature geometry.

5 Experimental Work
Reducing the confounding of the factors other than our method, we adopted the
framework implemented by [18] in PyTorch [27] to make a fair and unbiased evaluation
of our method as well as comparisons with the other invented methods. We evaluated
our method on CIFAR-100 [19], Tiny-ImageNet [20] and ImageNet [6] with various
architectures including ResNet (RN) [12, 13], Wide ResNet (WRN) [39], MobileNet
(MNV2) [30] and ShuffleNet (SNV1/V2) [24, 42]. We attribute our methods as letKD-1
and letKD-2, where letKD-1 represents the single penultimate layer KD while letKD-2
denotes the inclusion of intermediate layer KD. As for selecting the location of the
layers in our methods, we deliberately used the penultimate layer, a common choice
in KD methods, as it carries the most discriminative and higher-level information.
For the intermediate layer, we relied on TDD’s findings [31] indicating class-agnostic
characteristics of lower layer teacher’s features and thus, omitted the lower layers
and decided to place our KD layer after the first residual block of the last stage for
all networks, and used the output of the first block at the last stage of the teacher.
Additionally, this choice ensures enough receptive field for the validity of our template
matching formulation defined in (4.2). We defer further empirical details including
hyperparameter selection and its analysis to the supplementary material [11].

5.1 Results
We provide the results in Tabs. 1 and 2 for the evaluations on CIFAR-100, and
ImageNet, respectively. We compare our method against KD [16], FitNet [29], DKD
[43], SimKD [3], TDD [31] and QUEST [18]. We defer the results for Tiny-ImageNet
and the extended versions of Tabs. 1 and 2 with other KD alternatives to the
supplementary material [11, § 1.1].

CIFAR-100 (Tab. 1). Our method letKD-2 outperforms all the other methods
on all different teacher-student combinations with homogeneous and heterogeneous
architecture settings with letKD-1 being the second best, except for RN32x4-RN8x4
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where we are slightly behind SimKD [3]. With that being said, SimKD includes an
additional 1x1-3x3-1x1 convolution block before the penultimate layer, which captures
further local relations. When we compare our method with their 1x1-1x1 version,
we outperform them by ≈ 1.3% points margin. Moreover, SimKD is inferior in all
the other teacher-student pairs even with their largest block, yet another supporting
evidence for the effectiveness of our KD layer.

Table 1: Top-1 acc. averaged over 5 trials on CIFAR100. Bold: best in its category.
Archs. → Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Teacher WRN-40-2 WRN-40-2 RN56 RN110 RN110 RN32x4 WRN-40-2 RN32x4 RN32x4 RN50
Student WRN-16-2 WRN-40-1 RN20 RN20 RN32 RN8x4 SNV1 SNV1 SNV2 MNV2

Methods ↓ 75.61 75.61 72.34 74.31 74.31 79.42 75.61 79.42 79.42 79.34
73.26 71.98 69.06 69.06 71.14 72.50 70.50 70.50 71.82 64.60

KD 74.92 73.54 70.66 70.67 73.08 73.33 74.83 74.07 74.45 67.35
FitNet 73.58 72.24 69.21 68.99 71.06 73.50 73.73 73.59 73.54 63.16
DKD 76.24 74.81 71.97 - 74.11 76.32 76.70 76.45 77.07 70.35

SimKD 76.06 74.92 68.95 69.35 72.15 78.08 76.95 77.18 77.78 68.91
TDD 75.01 74.04 71.53 - - - 75.60 - - 68.37

QUEST 76.10 74.58 71.84 71.89 74.08 75.88 76.75 76.28 77.09 69.81
letKD-1 76.29

∓0.15
75.01
∓0.09

72.44
∓0.24

72.68
∓0.31

74.40
∓0.14

76.70
∓0.06

76.93
∓0.16

76.65
∓0.24

77.75
∓0.17

69.97
∓0.18

letKD-2 76.56
∓0.22

75.19
∓0.13

73.27
∓0.16

73.38
∓0.14

74.62
∓0.20

77.09
∓0.18

77.08
∓0.12

77.30
∓0.12

77.95
∓0.06

70.39
∓0.23

Table 2: Top-1 and top-5 acc. on ImageNet. Teacher-Student (a): RN34-RN18 (b):
RN50-MNV2. Bold: best in its category.

Setting Teacher Student KD DKD QUEST letKD-1 letKD-2

(a) Top-1 73.31 69.75 70.66 71.70 71.67 72.33 72.38
Top-5 91.42 89.07 89.88 90.41 90.67 91.06 91.15

(b) Top-1 76.13 68.87 68.58 72.05 72.54 73.78 73.98
Top-5 92.86 88.76 88.98 91.05 91.13 91.81 92.00

ImageNet(Tab. 2). We verify the scalability of our methods by performing
experiments on large-scale datasets including ImageNet. Overall, our method letKD-2
outperforms all the other methods on all the different teacher-student combinations
with homogeneous and heterogeneous architecture settings.

5.2 Ablations and Behavior Analysis
With and without K-means. To validate our analysis in § 4.2.1 that repurposes
the 3x3 kernels of a 3x3-BN-ReLU-1x1 block as the cluster centers for the semantic
entities, we evaluate our method on CIFAR-100 dataset with soft assignments pT
computed using the 3x3 kernels as explained in § 4.2.1 and the clusters obtained
through K-means. We denote the experiments with (without) our KD layer as letKD-1
(QUEST) for both cases.

Table 3: Average top-1 accuracies on CIFAR-100
over 5 trials to validate the analysis on 3x3 kernels.

Clusters → 3x3 Kernels K-Means Teacher Student
Archs. ↓ QUEST letKD-1 QUEST letKD-1

RN56-RN20 71.92 72.11 71.84 72.44 72.34 69.06
RN110-RN32 74.31 74.44 74.08 74.40 74.31 71.14
RN83-RN29 72.41 72.61 72.48 73.33 73.84 70.53

The results provided in
Tab. 3 show that the exploita-
tion of 3x3 kernels can re-
place K-means based supervi-
sion. We observe competitive
and even better performances
with 3x3 kernels as the cluster centers. Such results validate our claims suggesting
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that 3x3 kernels inherently learn templates (i.e., cluster centers) that are capturing
some semantic entities owing to the template matching paradigm introduced in § 4.1.

Table 4: Effect of multi-layer distil-
lation with QUEST and letKD-1.

Method Top-1 Acc.
QUEST 71.84
QUEST (2) 71.79
letKD-1 72.44
letKD-1 (2) 72.73

Let the student decide. We argue that us-
ing the soft labels obtained by K-means cluster-
ing of the teacher’s features in the intermediate
layers eventually results in pushing the student
to imitate the teacher’s geometry. As argued
previously [31], the student can fail to effectively
exploit that geometry due to capacity differences.
Nonetheless, our KD layer is equipped with a
mechanism to discard the information that may
have a detrimental effect on the performance. To
validate, we evaluate the multi-layer version of our method with K-means supervision
in both layers, denoted as letKD-1 (2). We also evaluate QUEST under the same
setting, denoted as QUEST (2). In the intermediate layer, we apply a temperature to
the logits before obtaining pT for both cases. The results in Tab. 4 on CIFAR-100
with RN56-RN20 show that QUEST with intermediate KD degrades the performance
while our layer successfully shapes the knowledge to fit its representation capability.

Effect of the KD layer. Towards the understanding of the impact of our
KD layer for intermediate layer (i.e., lower level) supervision, we measured the
classification capacity of the student trained with our methods. We achieved this by
fitting a linear classifier to the global features of the trained student at that layer.
Owing to this study with the results tabulated in the supplementary material [11,
Tab. 4], we showed that our KD layer can improve the student’s decision capacity
significantly. To further validate our KD layer’s ability to shape the intermediate
features of the student by exploiting the teacher’s knowledge, we analyzed the effect of
how enhancing the student’s features with the weighted combinations of the learned
semantic vectors improves the overall performance. Namely, we set α = 0 in (4.1) to
lift the knowledge-based feature transform and compare its performance with α = 1.
The results presented in the supplementary material [11, Tab. 5] show consistent
improvement of the inclusion of our KD layer. Finally, we addressed whether the
performance increase is coming from the method or the capacity increase introduced
by our KD layer. As summarized in the supplementary material [11, Tab. 6], we
compared the performance of the three methods as FitNet, FitNet equipped with
our KD layer at the penultimate layer with and without supervision to show that
even though the capacity of the student is increased due to our KD layer, the major
contribution for the performance occurs by combining it with our supervision.

6 Conclusion
We bring a different perspective to KD formulation in terms of a portable residual
layer that improves KD by explicitly embedding the teacher’s knowledge in feature
transform. This way, we enable the student to discard nuisance information and feed
forward transferred knowledge deeper for improved inference. To facilitate knowledge
transfer in the intermediate layers, we also propose a novel form of supervision based
on teacher’s decisions. With extensive empirical studies, we validated the effectiveness
of the proposed KD layer in various KD benchmarks.
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